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A Theory of "Yes Men"
By CANICE PRENDERGAST*

Thispaperillustratesan incentivefor workersto conformto the opinionof their
supervisorswhenfirms use subjectiveperformanceevaluation. This desire to
conformarisesendogenouslyfrom thefirm'sneed to inducethe workerto exert
effort.I show thatfirms may optimallyeschewthe use of incentivecontractsto
retainworkers'incentivesfor honesty.I illustratethat the incentiveto conform
impliesinefficiencies,
even whenworkersare risk-neutral,and is likelyto lead to
morecentralizeddecision-makingthan in the absenceof the desireto conform.
(JEL D20, J30)
Hamlet: Do you see yonder cloud that's
almost in the shape of a camel?
Polonius: By the mass, and 'tis like a
camel, indeed.
Hamlet: Methinks it is like a weasel.
Polonius: It is backed like a weasel.
Hamlet: Or like a whale?
Polonius: Very like a whale.

-William Shakespeare,Hamlet,
Act 3, Scene 2
The profitabilityof most organizations
dependson how cheaplyand efficientlythey
can collect information.For example, managers routinelymake decisions on whether
to undertake projects, purchase new machinery, hire new workers, or evaluate a
worker's performance or promotion prospects. The qualityof the manager'sinformation clearlydeterminesthe efficiencyof any
of these decisions. This paper analyzes incentive issues associatedwith the collection
of informationand arguesthat subordinates
have an incentive to conform to the opinions of their superiors.
Assume that a managerassignsa subordinate, whom I call "the worker,"to collect
informationon the value of some parameter. For example, the worker'srole may be

*University of Chicago, Graduate School of Business, 1101 E. 58th St., Chicago, IL 60637. Many thanks
to Eddie Lazear, Raghu Rajan, Lars Stole, and an
anonymous referee for helpful comments. All errors
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to determinethe profitabilityof a new project or the performance of the worker's
subordinates.Assume further that the collection of informationinvolves some effort
on the part of the worker,which he would
like to avoid. More effort by the worker is
assumed to improve the accuracy of the
worker'sobservation.How can the worker
be providedwith incentivesto collect information?
One possibilityis to obtainmore objective
informationon the true parameterbefore
rewarding the worker. For example, a
manger could wait to see if the project is
profitablebefore deciding how well to reward the worker. This has three typical
problems.First, for some types of activities,
there may be little more information revealed. For example, if the worker'srole is
monitoringthe performanceof a subordinate, obtainingan objectivemeasure of the
worker'sinput to the subordinate'sperformance may be difficult.Second, there may
be a delaybetween the worker'sobservation
on the parameterand more informationbecoming available.Hence, in the absence of
commitment power (and good memory),
contracts that explicitly depend on future
informationmay be difficultto enforce. Finally, whatever informationarrivesmay be
tainted with noise which was unpredictable
at the time the worker'sreport was made.
For example, the profitabilityof a project
may depend on competitors'activities,technological change, the state of the economy,
weather, and so forth, in a way that cannot
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be predicted when the initial inference is
made. Hence the value of additionalinformation may be limited.
Since the objectiveof the firmis to collect
information,there is no obvious metric by
which to measurewhether a worker'sreport
is correct. In this sense, the model is very
different from standard principal-agency
models where, for example,higheroutput is
better. Here a high valuationof the parameter in question may indicate shirking. In
the absence of reliable objective measures
of performance, firms generally resort to
subjective evaluation procedures, where
managers compare their own findings to
those of their subordinates.When the point
of reference for adequate performance is
the manager'sopinion, an endogenous desire arises for the workerto conformto the
opinion of the manager.This arisesbecause
the only way to induce the worker to exert
effort is by comparingthe findings of the
manager with those of the worker. Hence
subjectiveperformanceevaluationgives rise
to the existence of "yes men," who attempt
to second-guessthe opinions of their monitor and mimic them.
In Section I, I describe a model in which
a managerand a workerobtain an observation on the value of a normallydistributed
parameter,where the firm'sprofits are decreasing in the variance of the estimate of
the parameter. Hence the quality of the
information matters. Other than a (common) initial prior on the parameterand the
observations of the manager and worker,
there is no useful informationavailable. I
begin by showing that the firm can use a
relative performanceevaluation scheme to
induce the workerto exert effort,where the
worker's information is compared to the
manager'sopinion of the true value of the
parameter.(If the worker'swage is uncorrelated with the manager'sopinion, he has no
incentive to exert effort.) Hence subjective
performance evaluation requires that the
worker benefits from guessing the opinion
of the manager.
This does not implythat decision-making
is inefficientunless the workerhas information on what the manager observes. I assume that, in addition to his own observa-
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tion, the worker receives a private noisy
signal of the manager's observation. (For
example, the manager may emphasize
"quantity"over "quality,"so that the worker
may slant his opinion on a project's profitabilityto ignore qualityaspects;or a manager may be known to be predisposed to
give poor evaluationsto certain employees
being supervisedby the worker, which the
worker can reinforce by his recommendation.) When the worker observes a noisy
signal of the manager'sopinion, I show that
the workerbiases his reporttowardwhat he
believes the managerwants to hear, but the
manager cannot infer the worker's informa-

tion. This reduces the value of the worker's
information.One of the principalresults of
the paper is to illustrate that the uncertainty about the true observation of the
worker (caused by this desire to conform)
implies that informationis not aggregated
as efficientlyas when there is no incentive
to conform.Thus the existence of yes men
leads to inefficiencies;yet the existence of
yes men is a necessaryimplicationof providing incentives to exert effort. Hence this
paper highlightsa trade-offbetween inducing workersto exert effort and encouraging
them to be honest in reporting their findings.

So far, I have assumed that it is optimal
to induce the worker to exert effort. It has
often been argued that offering incentive
contracts can be harmful to organizations,
as it can imply that workersget involvedin
only those activities for which they are directly rewarded(see Bengt Holmstromand
Paul R. Milgrom,1991).I show that offering
incentive contracts may be dominated by
offering a wage that is independent of the
worker's actions for a somewhat different
reason. With an incentivecontract,workers
do indeed exert effort,but it also gives them
an incentive to be dishonest. By offering
wages that are independent of perceived
actions,workersshirkas in a standardprincipal-agency model, but at least it gives
them an incentive to report their information honestly. I show that if the desire to
conform is large enough, the firm does not
offer incentive contracts,in order to retain
incentivesfor honesty.This paper therefore
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providesanotherreasonwhy employeesmay
be allowedconsiderablediscretionover their
behavior instead of using explicit performance measures.
Followingthe basicresults,I considerhow
the desire to conform affects how decisions
are made in organizations. For example,
does the existence of yes men imply that
workers have more or less input about
whether a project is undertaken? I show
that because the worker distorts his opinion, the value of the worker's information
falls so that, in organizationswith subjective
performanceevaluation,decisions are likely
to be more centralized (in the sense that
more weight is placed on the opinion of the
manager in any decision) than with objective performancemeasures.
The basic model describes a process in
which a workerreportshis privateinformation to a manager;the worker'sincentives
are to distort his report in the directionof
what he believes that the managerwants to
hear. In Section II, I extend this analysisto
describehow the desire for conformitymay
more generally pervade communication
within organizations.Assume that a group
of individualswith privateinformationcombines to determine the true value of a parameter. As in Section I, the provision of
incentives requires relative performance
evaluation. However, if relative performance evaluationis used, I show that communicationbetween individualsgives rise to
a desire for conformityin exactlythe same
way as described above, such that workers
report not only on the basis of their own
observations,but also on what they believe
the opinionsof others to be. Hence interaction stifles "creativity,"as all workersconverge inefficientlyto a similar conclusion.
One implicationof this is that organizations
may insert "Chinese Walls" between departments, so that departments are excluded from knowledge of the behavior of
other departments, to eliminate this conformityproblem.
This paper has much in commonwith the
principal-agencyliterature, such as Holmstrom (1979) and Holmstromand Milgrom
(1991);the literatureon influence activities,
such as Milgrom and D. John Roberts

(1988);and the recent literatureon herding
and conformity,such as David Scharfstein
and Jeremy Stein (1990), B. Douglas Bernheim (1991),and AbhijitV. Banerjee(1992).
Most similar in spirit is the work of Bernheim, who illustrates that conformity can
arise when agents wish to be well perceived
by others. Here "popularity"is endogenously derived by the relative-performance
nature of the incentivecontract.
I. The Model

Assume that there are two individualsin
a firm, a manager (m) and a worker (w).

The function of both agents is to observe
the true value of a parameter,qr.The manager and the workerget imperfectestimates
of qr.In particular,the managerobserves
(1)
where

qm=71+-m
Em

is a normally distributed error

with mean 0 and variance Am. The worker
observes
(2)

771

+ sw

where Ew is a normally distributed with
mean 0 and variance aw2.The errors are
uncorrelated.Both agents have a common
prior that 'q is normally distributed with
mean qO0and varianceao-2
Throughoutthe paper I wish to emphasize the importance of knowing the true
value of the randomvariable.As a result, I
assume that profitsof the managerare normalized to the negative of the variance of
the estimateof 71,where the estimateof the
manager is made after observing his own
report, the initial prior and a report by the
workeron the parameter.The manageralso
acts as principal, designing the incentive
contractand payingthe worker.
There are two natural interpretationsof
'r. First, 'q could refer to the profitabilityof
a potentialprojectwhich is only undertaken
if its true value exceeds some critical level
71*.Then the profitsof the managerdepend
on the variance of 'q because for any 7q*,as
Var( ^) rises (where '5is the estimate of 71),
the project is incorrectlyundertaken (and
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eschewed) more often.' An alternative interpretation of 'q is the effort level of a
subordinateto the worker,whom the worker
monitors. High values of -j imply that the
subordinateexerted effort. Here the firm's
profits are likely to be tied to the variance
of the estimate of qj, as the variance of -r

determinesthe efficiencyof the monitoring
mechanism.High levels of Var(i) implythat
shirkingby the subordinateis observedless
often than with low Var(G). Hence ceteris
paribus the managerwould like to reduce
Var(G)to increase the subordinate'sincentives.
Two furtheringredientsare necessaryfor
my results. First, I assume that the acquisition of informationis costly to the worker
and the manager. I assume that the variance of Ui2 is givenby hi(ei), where ei is the
effort level of agent i, i = m, w. I assume
h'(ed) < 0, h7l(ei)> 0. Hence, by exertingef-

fort, the agents get better informationon
the variable of interest. I further assume
that the cost of exerting effort is given by
Ci(ei), where C(ei) > 0, C(ei) > 0, Ci(O)=
0, C(O) = 0, and C(O) = oo, for i = m,w.

Neither employee'seffort can be observed.
The second ingredient required is that
the workergets an observationon what the
manager has seen. I assume that, in addition to -1w, the worker also observes q7A,
with
(3)

77A= 7qm+

A

where A is a normallydistributederrorwith
mean 0 and variance o2. All variancesare
assumedto be commonknowledge.
The assumptionthat the worker has information on the manager's opinion does
not seem unreasonable. For example, the
worker may know that the manageris predisposed to liking certain types of projects;
or that he has a dislike for certain employees. Alternatively,the managermay only be
able to carry out a cursoryexaminationof

1It is also true that the profitability of the firm
depends on the level of ij, but this does not affect any
of the marginal decisions here, as I assume that the
true value of q, is independent of actions.
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the evidence of 7q,so that the worker has
informationon what the manager'sfirst impression is likely to be. Hence, I assume
that workershave informationon the manager's opinion, but that observationis unknown to the manager.
Two points are worth noting here. First,
the informationthat the worker has on 77A
has no value for determining71in the sense
that q7m is statistically sufficient for -q. (71A
can be generated by 't7m plus an auxiliary

randomization).This implies that, if information on 7rm is available, 71A should be
ignored. As will be seen, however, this is
not the case in equilibriumif the workeris
offered incentives to exert effort. Second,
no effortis requiredby the workerto obtain
informationon the manager'sopinion concerning the project. Introducingthis effect
impliesthat the managermust design incentives to induce the workernot to exert effort
on these unproductiveactivities.2
I assume that the worker and the manager are risk-neutral.The workerhas reservation utility of r, and the manager is assumed to be residual claimant.3I assume
risk-neutralityto illustrate that the efficiency problems which arise here are not
due to costs associatedwith workersfacing
risk to induce them to exert effort. This
allows me to concentrateon the desire for
conformity.
As mentioned in the introduction, the
managercouldpotentiallyinducethe worker
to exert effort by waiting for further objective measures on the true value of the parameter, -q. However, for the reasons
stressed above, this may not be possible. As
a result, I assume that no further information becomes availableon the true value of

2My conjecture on this is that introducing this incentive will reduce the sensitivity of incentives to the
worker's report in equilibrium as the manager seeks to
reduce the incentive for the worker to get involved in
these rent-seeking activities. The reason for this is
similar to that proposed by Milgrom and Roberts
(1988), to reduce unproductive rent-seeking.
3Note that I do not allow sale of the company to the
worker. If this is allowed, then a similar problem
potentially arises about providing the manager with
incentives.
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-q. Instead, the worker must be compensated on three parameters,71Jo71m and 7,
where '5wis the report made by the worker
on the value of q7.
A. The First Best
In order to determine the first best, assume that the worker truthfullyreports his
observation. Then the manager computes
the posterior distribution of qj, which is
normallydistributedwith mean
(4X

i

77

2 2
+o.20 2 _
0Oarml7 w + aw2m7O

202
+ 0(w 7lm

22
U02 2 + UT2U2 +
~Om+ mw +Ow

with variance
O

(5)

Var(71)=

226
~Om +

2

2

~w

22
+

wO

Then,

(6)

ar~ =
(
h'(ei)

[

212]2]
2[22 +2 202
+ac

iA j.

The first-bestlevel of effort is characterized
by
(7)

C (e*)
[0-2-2]2

[_2r_2 +

2_2 + 0_2o_2]2

This determines the optimal control
mechanismin the organization;in the first
best, the managerexerts effort em and the
workerexertseffort e*, so that from(4), the
weight placed on the opinion of the manager is given by [o42a2]/[o,2oam+j2am2 +
am2a 2], and the weight on the worker'sopinion is [af2 m]/[c m2+ aw2am+ um2a02].
These
weights are endogenously induced by the
effort choices of the manager and the
worker.
The first best may not be possible, as the
worker has an incentivenot to exert effort.
For example,if the workeris offered a wage
that is independentof his report, he exerts
zero effort so that the first best cannot be
obtained [hw(O)> hw(eW)]. Hence the
worker'swage must be conditioned on his
report for the first best. However, there is
only noisy evidence on '7, so that the manager can only use his own observation,the
initial prior, and the worker'sreport in order to determinewhetheror not the worker
has exerted effort.
Contractsconsist of a comparisonof the
worker'sreport with the manager'sopinion
of -q. Because the worker is risk-neutral,
one contractamong the set of optimal contractswhere ew> 0 is to offer the workera
wage w1 if the worker'sreportlies withinan
intervalk of the manager'sobservationand
wo otherwise,where w1> wo. Thereforethe
worker is paid w1 only if I^w- 7Im'< k.
This providesthe workerwith an incentive
to exert effort, as exerting effort gives a
better estimate on 'q and, hence, 7m.4
When the workeris risk-neutraland faces
no liquidityconstraints,it is well knownthat
the manager induces the level of effort by
the worker which minimizes Var( ^) +
Cw(ew)+ Cm(em)in equilibrium. To see this,

and
(8)
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Cm(e*)

h' (e* )

[_2_2

+ o_2,_2 + o_20_2]2

There is a unique solution to this pair of
equationsby the convexityof the cost function and the concavity of Var(i1) with respect to ei.

4It is not necessarily the case that the worker can
only be repaid when he is close to the manager's
opinion. In fact, exactly the same analysis holds for any
transformation of the manager's opinion. For example,
assume that the worker is only paid well if his report is
4bJ1m), for some monotonic function 4. Then the manager can invert the worker's report by simply inverting
i. The incentive to compute the manager's opinion is
just as useful as when the objective is to second-guess
the manager exactly.
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note that the workerchooses ew to
[prob(J7w( 9) max
ew
+ [1-prob(l

71mJ1<k) ]w1

I < k)]wo-Cw(ew)

'w-,77m

subject to hw(ew) = aw2.This implies a first-

(Note that this is the posterior distribution
on r7m, not on Y7.)The workeralso observes
71A which is an unbiased normally distributed estimatorof 'rim with variance oA.
Hence, given 71w,770,and -q., the worker's
estimate of '7m is given by a normal dis?tribution with mean

order condition
(10)

h' (ew)

d[prob(I^ - 71 I < k)]
27
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?o2qv + o'2qo
2
2

[wJ - w]

(13)JJtam'71m

Jo+

2
OrA +7 A

A2Av2 + C02A2 + Aw2
2
2

+

(

?Pw?
24
+
c
-2
+ 0,2Cr2+ Cr2Am
07020,W2
+

0,2 + (:r2

A

C=
C(ew)

Therefore, given the worker's information,
where d(prob( ))/daw2< 0, which determines the wage spread w1 - wO. Then the

worker's individualrationalityconstraintis
satisfied by setting [prob(Ii7 - I?mI< k)1w
?[1 -prob(IiX
I7mI< k)]wo = r + Cw(ew)
for whatever ew the manager chooses to
induce. Thus, the provision of incentives
costs no more than the cost of the effort
exerted. (This is, of course, due to the assumption of risk-neutrality.)Hence I can
restrictattention to contractsthat minimize

the worker reports 71 rather than ruw(i.e.,

a convex combinationof the three signals).
For notationalconvenience,let
(14)

02

0=

+ct22

2

c0Cw

+

2

w m +

A

a22 + 0,22

o2

+

O

m

+,02]

]

Var(^)+ Cw(ew)+ Cm(em), where 1 is the
estimate based on the Y)m, 71, and 7w. Thus

the inefficienciesdescribedhere do not arise
because the ability to provide incentives is
more expensive than in the first best, as
occurs in standardprincipal-agencymodels
with risk-averseworkers.
Consider the worker's incentives. The
worker has observed qw and must decide
what value of 77j he should report to the
manager. The worker has three pieces of
informationto use; t, -x, and 'qw.Consider how the workercomputes his opinion
of the manager'sobservation.After observing 'qoand qw, the posterioron 71m is given
by a normaldistributionwith mean
2

1
("6

7w+

o.2qXo
Aw

and variance
(1

(12)

2Or2 +

~Ow

22

+ ~m
Uro +LT,w

+ Oro2ar2
+ Om

This implies that, conditionalon any effort level, the worker reports something
other than that which he sees (i.e., he reports 'rim = P~0271m-2 1770 + /J22r7A)- This in itself is not necessarilya problem. Consider
the case in which oA2= oo, so that the worker
gets no indicationof the manager'sopinion.
Then as /U2 = 0, the workerreports
( 15)

71w y ot1w

7
1m

where here ,02 +, = 1. 2Once again, the
workerdoes not reporthonestly;instead, he
distorts towards the initial prior. However,
asTrh is known, this equation has only one
unknownand can be solved for 71. Hence,
even when there is a desire to mimic the
manager,it is not necessarilythe case that
there are efficiencylosses. (For example, if
the workersays that a projectis "not bad,"
he really means that it is "good." Once
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unique inversionsof the worker'sreport are
possible, there are no efficiencylosses.)
A problemarises when 2 <oo. Then the
worker's report depends on two variables
which are unknownto the manager,qw and
71AS but

only 'qw is relevant for determining
the true value of 'q (as 'q, is a sufficient

statistic for 71A). To see this, note that the
manager knows 'qo and ,ui, for all i, in
equilibrium.Hence the uncertaintyfacing
the manager over the true value of 'rw is
given by the randomvariable
(16)

Z

A 07 m + A 271A

The conditional distributionof 'qwgiven z
is normal with mean 'qw and variance
Since

A2

[I/A]2/

this

O]>CA

implies that the existence of yes men introduces greater uncertainty than when the
workerreportshonestly.The key parameter
for this analysis,then, is ,u2 /,a0 = [2o02 +
w am

+0

am ]/

(17)

'5 is given by

V*w=

level, the firm'sprofitsfall.5 For example,if
'q is the profitabilityof a project,the project
is incorrectlyundertaken more frequently
than is optimal and gets eschewed more
often than when the worker reports honestly. Therefore, the existence of yes men
where the worker conforms(i.e., where .A2
<oo and the managermonitorsthe worker)
hindersthe revelationof information.6
PROPOSITION 1: If the worker exertspositive effort, he does not report his information
honestly. This implies lower profits for the
manager.

There is one key point that must be
stressed here. I have not assumed that
workerswish to mimic their supervisorsper
se. Instead, this arises endogenouslyas the
only way to induce the worker to exert
effort so that the existence of yes men is a
natural implication of subjective performance evaluation.

O.,0

When the worker reports honestly, the
variance of
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`
m22
mO

m w

Ow

with effort givenby (7) and (8). However,as
the manager can only invert the worker's
report to determine z = 71w+ [IA2 /u0h]7),k
the estimateof the varianceof '5is givenby

/J

( -)~ \A2 21 2

2

22

+o-

2(2 2

22

A+.

B. The Efficiency of Incentive Contracts

It has been informallyarguedthat incentive contractscan be harmfulto efficiency,
as they give workers an incentive to carry
out actions that are not in the firm'sinterest. However, so far, I have assumed the
optimality of an incentive contract, where
the worker exerts positive effort. In this
section, I show that this is not necessarily
the case; offering incentive contracts can
reduce the firm's profits in some cases. I
have assumed that CX(0)= 0, so that the
cost of exerting a small amount of effort is
small.Notwithstandingthis, I now show that
if oa' is small enough, the firm'sprofits are
higher with no incentive contract.The reason is simple. With incentive contracts,the

`

+22

Thus, because the worker has a preference to mimic the manager, information
becomes noisier, so that for any given effort

5Note that it may still be efficient to hire the supervisor if o-A2> 0, as the supervisor's information has
some value.
6So far, I have stressed that the worker gets an
observation on the manager's observation but knows
the initial prior. Identical results arise when the worker
gets no idea of the manager's observation but has a
prior which is unknown to the manager.
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worker lies about what he sees, but he exerts positive effort. With no incentive contract, the workerexerts zero effort but tells
the truth,as the workerhas no incentivebut
to tell the truthif his wage is not dependent
on it. Thus, there is a discrete "honesty"
cost to introducing incentive contracts. If
UA2 is small enough (or, in other words, the
ability to conform is strong enough), the
firmprefersto induce the workerto tell the
truth at a cost of zero effort.
Let au2 be the variance of the worker's
observation of 77where ew = 0 [hw(0) = o 2].
Then if the manager offers the worker a
contract that is independent of his report,
the worker reports -qwwhich is normally
distributedwith mean 'q and variance c.
Hence the manager'sutility is
7

(19)

2 2

2 2

2

Cm( em)

where
(20)

Cn(em)

=h'

-

em)
mI

['

On the other hand, if the firm offers an
incentive contract, the optimal level of effort (em, w) is characterizedby (7) and (8)
so that profits
with Jw2= aw2 + (2 / Aut)2U,
are given by
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Then, as profits vary monotonically and
continuously in 4r, there exists a unique
Q,2*> 0 such that the profits from offering
an incentive contract exactly equal those
from not doing so. This implies Proposition 2.
PROPOSITION 2: If uA2< K2*, the manager's profits are higher from offering no
incentive contract. If oa2 > oa2*, an incentive
contract is offered.

The parameter u,2* determines the critical
level of noise abovewhich the firmwants to
encourageeffort over honesty. For parameter values lower than this critical level, the
returnsto inducingeffort exertionare lower
than those from encouraging honesty.
Hence, in organizationswhereworkersknow
what their managerswant to hear, incentive
contracts should not be used in order to
encouragehonesty.
Note that this section provides another
reason why firms may not offer incentive
pay to workers.In manyways, this result is
similar to that of Holmstromand Milgrom
(1991), who argue that low-poweredincentives should be used when there is a negative externalityfrom "effort"on one task to
"effort"on another.Here the two activities
are effort and honesty, where providingincentives to exert effort has a harmfuleffect
on honesty.
C. Effort Levels

(21)

[

+

[C2+ (2/
- Cm(m)

2

)2 j

+ 0T0) + amCr2

-CW(W)

Note that *+ is continuouslyincreasing in
as the desire to conform falls. This
has a lower bound of - TmJO/(Um + (O)Cm(em) as U2 -0 and an upper bound of

U-2

V*Cm(e*
(22)

-V

Cw(e*)

-Cm(e)

when Ua2=0; but

-Cw(e*)
Um

-

O

2
Cm(em)
2m+ a02

Proposition1 illustratesthat the desire to
coordinate with the manager implies that
informationis not aggregatedas efficiently
as when the workerreports his information
honestly.Proposition2 illustratesthat it may
be optimalto offer the supervisorno incentives. This desire to conform is now shown
more generallyto change the optimal level
of effort by the manager and the worker,
which changes their relative input to decisions based on -q. I first show that, for any

fixed effort level by the worker,the reduced
value of the worker'sinformationcaused by
conformity increases the optimal level of
managerial effort. Hence, more weight is
likelyto be placed on the manager'sopinion
than when informationis reportedhonestly,
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so that for example the managerhas more
input over whether a project is undertaken
or not.
The optimal effort level given the desire
to conform is given by a pair of equations
similar to (7) and (8), taking into account
the added variance in the worker'sreport.
Firstconsiderthe manager'schoice of effort
level, fixing the worker's effort level and
beliefs. Note that
(23)

pected cost of the worker'seffort.Instead,it
is the reducedvalue of the worker'sinformation that causes the result, since the
worker's informationis contaminatedwith
noise.

I now consider how the conformityproblem affects the optimal contract to the
worker, conditionalon incentivesbeing offered. To illustratethe worker'sincentives,
first fix the effort level of the manager.
Then, the optimal level of effort for the
workeris characterizedby

[272]2
dVar(v7)
,od2m

[(2r2

+ 0r2U02 +

(24)
_

w2= ow2 +

/ k0]2o

[I2

;

d Var(7B

.2(,2]2

(25)

where
that
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C (e,) =-h'(e,)

(2)

but also note
However,

d2 Var(4)

o6]
2[m24w2

aU1aJ

d20.

a(i2

[a2a

2 +

a 2002

+

dVar(r1)
C02j

2]3

(26)

2
dUw

/ 2

>0.

[

Hence the marginalreturnto exertingeffort

/L2
1+2

a6

2

+~T
Un

(?+?2

)J

r.4
Om

(reducing the variance of 71)increases as 6rw2

increases.Proposition3 follows.

PROPOSITION 3: For any fixed effort level
by the worker, the worker's incentive to conform increases the manager's effort, implying
that more weight is placed on the manager's
opinion than in the absence of yes men.

The implicationof this is that when subjective evaluationis used, for any fixed effort level by the worker, more control is
placed in the hands of managers (as
[ &w2/om2] rises) as their opinions carrymore
weightin the determinationof the truevalue
of -qthan in the absence of yes men. Therefore, the existence of yes men (caused by
the desire to conform when incentives are
offered to the supervisor)implies less delegation within organizations, in the sense
that the workers have less input to
decision-making.It should be stressed here
that this result does not arise because the
provision of incentives is more costly with
the noisier signal, as would be the case in a
standardmoral-hazardproblem such as in
Holmstrom(1979). The firm can alwaysinduce the worker to exert effort for the ex-

([w2

+

(-

2O

(f0.02+

(m2) + Or2(.O )

In order to consider the impact of the desire to conform on the level of effort exerted by the worker in equilibrium,I differentiate(26) with respect to o. as higher
values of that parameterreduce the desire
to conform ([A2 //LO]2oA2 is decreasing in
or2). Differentiating(26) with respect to orA2
gives an expressionwhich cannot be signed
without knowledge of o-2. More specifically,

it is straightforwardto show that the
marginalreturn to effort by the worker is
decreasingin o,2 if and only if or.2< 2. For

o,.2 > 2, increasing o;.2 (reducing the degree

of conformity)increasesthe marginalproduct of effort for the worker. Hence the
marginalreturn to increasingthe worker's
effort is lower in the absence of yes men
only if the degree of certainty about the
manager's opinion is sufficiently high, so
that in generalI cannotpredictthe effect of
yes men on the effort level of the worker.
The reason for this is as follows. At first
blush, it would appear that the worker
should exert less effort as the value of his

informationis lower. This is indeed the case
if the extent to which the worker distorts
([1/2
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/

A]2oA)

iS independent of

oAm; but

the

distortionin the worker'sreport falls as the
worker exerts more effort as he trusts his
own observationmore (a[A2/21o]/ade < 0).
Hence there is a return to increasingeffort
which is not evident in the absence of the
desire to conform. These two conflicting
effects imply that the effect of conformity
on the optimal effort level of the worker
cannot be signed.
For example, if a2Var(G-)/da6w2
doA2>0,
which occurs if the marginal productof the
worker'seffort is lower than in the absence

that, although the value of the worker's
information is worse with yes men in the
sense that the variance is higher for any
effort level by the worker, the marginal return to getting information is so high that it
swamps any reduction in the value of the
worker's information. This implies higher
precision of the worker's estimate in equilibrium than with truth-telling. It seems most
likely that the outcome of reducing the value
of the worker's information for any effort
level is that the manager exerts more effort
to compensate for this, resulting in more
centralized decision-making.

of yes men (where o-.2 is om),then the equi-

librium level of effort by the worker falls,
and the equilibriumlevel of effort by the
manager rises [from (24)]. However, if
d2 Var(G)/daiw2
doA2< 0, the marginalreturn
to exerting effort rises with yes men. Then
the effect of yes men on equilibriumeffort
and control over decisions becomes less
clear. To see this, note that
de_

(27)

=h'

QI

2 Var()

D. Comparative Statics
The model has been chosen to be simple
to provide comparative-static results in order to provide predictions on when the incidence and costs of conformity are likely to
be high. I now consider how the inefficiencies associated with conformity are affected
by various parameters of the model, assuming incentives are offered. This is measured
by the noise associated with the worker's

report, [/2

As

/o]2oA2.

[,2

oA2

/Pj]2

rises,

the costs associated with yes men rise.

and

de
(28)

ao:

a2 Var(^) d(w
hrnCrn

aoa

) a

Then, if d2 Var( ^)/daw2
daA2is positive, or
negative and small, the variance of the
worker's estimate, aw2,is higher with yes
men than with truth-tellingin equilibrium.
Therefore, the desire to conform leads to
more centralized decision-making. However, it is possible that d2 Var( ^)/daw2
daA2
is sufficientlylarge and negative such that
is negative. If this is the case, in
da6w2/doA2
equilibriumthe workerexertsso muchmore
effort that the manager exerts less [from
(24)] as the employees' efforts are substitutes, implying less centralization of
decision-making.
This outcome seems unlikely. The economic intuition for this perverse result is

PROPOSITION 4: (i) As ow2 rises, the costs
of conformity rise; (ii) as o-k2rises, the costs
of conformity fall; (iii) as o-2 rises, the
costs of conformity fall; (iv) as oC rises, the
costs of conformity rise.
PROOF:
varies
I simply show how [ A2/t0]2oA2
with the appropriate parameters. For (i),

= e?r; >0.

aOL2/,)

(29)

For (ii),

(30)
12

_)2_2_[_

d(__t_

A2

k

=2-

0A<
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For (iii),
8 (Ay2 IAO )

(31)

2 (o,
(2o
[

TA Tw Tm

o2

2

<0.

For (iv),
(32)

2%7m0,22

> 0.

Part (i) of Proposition(4) arises because
as ow2gets smaller,the value of the worker's
observationincreasesso that he places more
weight on what he sees himself rather than
on what he believes the manager to have
seen. Hence conformitybecomes less costly
with more talented workers. On the other
hand, as o-A2gets smaller, workers get a
better indicationof what the managerwants.
This implies that they use their own information less and rely on the observationof
the managermore. As the variance on the
common prior falls, both the precision of
the worker's estimate and the A estimate
get better, but the speed of variancereduction is higherfor the A estimate, so that yes
men are more likely (in the sense of
getting larger) as o- gets
smaller. Finally, as o-2 is reduced, the ob-

[1t2 /Ut]2oA

servationon -1wand -qois a better predictor
of rlm, and hence the worker relies less
on TIA.
What does this imply for organizational
practices? First, high-ability workers are
likely to have lower variancesin their estimate of -q. Consequently, Proposition 4 sug-

gests that "toadyism"is likely to be concentrated among the less able, who trust their
own opinion less than do able workers.The
naturalcorollaryof this is that yes men are
a more costly problem with incompetent
(high-variance)managers, simply for the
reason that managerswith highvarianceare
liable to come out with bizarresuggestions,
implyingthat mimickingthese opinions imposes significant costs. Third, the model
predicts that as o-.2 rises, the costs of conformityfall. In other words, the more interaction there is between managersand work-
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ers, the greater the costs of conformity,
since greater interactionis likely to lead to
workers getting a better opinion on their
superiors'beliefs (reducing o-,'). This suggests that a policy a companymay follow to
reduce these costs is to encouragealoofness
in its managers,therebyretaininga distinction between line and staff, in order to
reduce the ability of workers to infer a
manager'swishes.
Similar comparativestatics apply for the
optimalityof the use of incentive contracts
over flat incentive schemes. More specifically, (i) less able workersare less likely to
be offered contractsthan talented workers,
and (ii) where there is much interaction
between the manager and the worker, an
incentivecontractis unlikely.Therefore,the
results also suggest that conformityis likely
to be a problem when firms use highpowered incentives (with no incentive contract, there is no incentiveto lie).
II. Communicationin Organizations
So far, I have couched the model in terms

of a workerimitatinghis superior.Yet there
is nothing specific to managerial opinion
which gives rise to this incentive. In this
section of the paper, I consider how workers who have access to the informationof
others tend to conform to one another's
opinions if their compensationdepends on
the qualityof their information.
There are two obvious interpretationsof
communicationhere. First,team production
has attractedmuch recent attention in the
incentivesliterature,illustratinga varietyof
issues that do not arise with individualproduction (see Holmstrom, 1982; Edward
Lazear, 1989; Hideshi Itoh, 1991). Team
members routinely communicatewith one
another, so that informationis likely to be
shared among individuals.Second, perhaps
the most common example of interaction
between employeeswithin organizationsoccurs when workers seek the opinions of
others. For example,differentdepartmental
heads may consult on a project. This can
obviouslyact as an efficientmeans of transmitting informationand ironing out problems. In this section, I wish to consider a

disadvantage of interaction; namely, if an
individual's compensation is dependent on
his own contribution, there is an incentive
for individuals to conform to the opinions
held by others.
Assume that there is a group of N (riskneutral) workers who are assigned to determine the true value of -q. Member i of the
group of workers exerts effort ei at a cost
Ci(ei) where C(ej) > 0, C'(e) > 0, C(0) = 0,
and C(oO)= oo. By exerting effort, worker i
observes

li =71+Ei

(33)

where ei is distributed normally with zero
mean and variance o-i = hi(ei), with h'1< 0
and h7> 0. All error terms are uncorrelated. The manager makes no observation.
As above, the manager induces the workers to exert effort by a relative performance
evaluation scheme; each worker is paid in
relation to the reports of other workers and
his own report. If the members of the group
have no information other than their own,
they report their estimate of -q, which can
be inverted exactly as in (15) to determine
7mi-Then the manager simply computes the
least-squares estimate of -r given all m,
which is given by
N

N

i=o ]=O

(34)

N

j

N

k=O 1=0

where the ai2 depend on the equilibrium

1V

^
7?i

(3 7)

iti

E0no0
j:#

levels of effort exerted by the workers. As
above, if reports are made honestly, the
manager will induce the first-best level of
effort exertion where
(35)

-2

7
1j

+

(36)

ly

2
JU

+

77j+ A'

and where A'. is normally distributed with
mean zero and variance ok2,l. I assume that
2TA,I> 0 for all i, j and that all error terms
are uncorrelated.
As above, incentives can only be provided
by relative performance evaluation. For example, the workers could be evaluated by a
comparison of a worker's report with the
manager's estimate of -r after all reports
are garnered. Hence, the worker has an
incentive to report on the basis of ', which
is his opinion of the true value of -r given
his own observation and his observation on
the opinions of others. The worker estimates 7j by equation (37), below.

V
21

j
A2j})

C'(e*)

I assume, however, that individuals who
work together interact in such a way that
they develop ideas about their colleagues'
impressions. (For example, after seminars,
academics typically discuss papers presented.) I assume that worker i does not
observe j's opinion exactly but does so with
error. In particular, worker i observes 7j on
what worker j believes, where

2

(j-2

(37)
(37)
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'
Note that 71 differs from 71iand because
no worker can aggregate information as well
as the manager.
In exactly the same way as in previous
cases, the manager can invert worker i's
report to derive a random variable, z:
N

N

E

H

k=1

j=1

[,2

(38) Zi = 2i + Oi2 kI1 (*,kj

i

+ 2Aij.

f2j

j iI

This variable is normally distributed with
mean q and variance
N

N

EH
k=1 j=1

(39)

u_i2 +

Hi4ki

(j2

Aij

[j+jA?ij]2

)

2

)

1 =1
j1=
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know about the operations of another. In
this way, conformity problems can be reduced.
It is straightforward to show that if the
incentive to conform is large enough (- A
small enough), then the firm maximizes
profits by not offering an incentive contract.
Therefore, this paper suggests that team
production may imply low-powered incentives, as interaction is obviously prevalent in
teams. A similar result is found by Lazear
(1989), who argues that low-powered incentives may aid cooperation between workers;
here the idea is simply to give workers incentives for honesty.
It must be said that this is not designed to
be a general theory of information-sharing
between individuals. In general, there are
advantages to individuals sharing information. However, a by-product of such
information-sharing may be that individuals
tend to conform to the opinions of others in
a way that can be inefficient. Organizations
must weigh these disadvantages against the
traditional advantages of workers cooperating with one another.

> fj2.

III. Conclusion
Hence in the same way as in Section I, the
worker reports a noisier signal than with
truth-telling if he is offered incentives to
exert effort. This implies that the firm's
profits are lower than with truth-telling, as
2,. > 0 for all i, j. Therefore, the firm's
profits are higher in the absence of interaction between workers.
The purpose of this section is to illustrate
how any interaction between individuals can
stifle "creativity," as all workers distort by
converging to the opinions believed to be
held by others. This would suggest that organizations (or countries) that extensively
use teamwork may find creativity stifled.
Note that this issue is different from workers colluding with one another over reporting their findings. Here workers report their
best guess given their information. Finally,
one implication of this result is that companies may find it in their interests to construct "Chinese Walls" between departments, whereby one department does not

The purpose of this analysis has been to
illustrate a fundamental trade-off between
inducing workers to tell the truth and inducing them to exert effort. If workers are
rewarded on a subjective basis, they may
distort their behavior toward what they feel
their superiors want to hear. However, to
induce the worker to act honestly requires
that either incentives to exert effort are
eliminated or more objective measures of
performance are obtained.
Beyond simply illustrating the possible incentive for subordinates to conform to their
superiors' opinions, this paper illustrates inefficiencies associated with yes men. First,
information becomes noisier, implying for
example less efficient project selection or
monitoring of workers. This was shown to
imply a reorganization of responsibilities
within the organization, with increased emphasis on the manager's information becoming likely. It was also shown that, conditional on incentives being offered, yes men
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are likelyto be concentratedamongthe less
able workers,amongworkerswith less able
managers,in organizationswith much interaction between management and workers,
and in organizationswith high-poweredincentives. Following the basic results, I extended the same ideas of conformityto a
theoryof communicationin organizations.I
showedthat an organizationthat intensively
uses teams may stifle creativity,as members
have incentives to conform which do not
arise in the absence of interactions.
This paper is incomplete in a numberof
dimensions.Perhaps the most importantof
these is that I allow managers no way to
determine the veracity of the workers' reports. In reality, managers routinely ask
subordinateswhy they came to a particular
conclusion.Introducingthis means of questioningwill, I am sure, change the extent to
which yes men can exit. However, once
workershave the opportunityto distorttheir
reports,the existence of yes men is likely to
remain. Another limitation is that it does
not addresswhy managersmaywish to have
cronieswho agree with them. In this paper,
the manager prefers that the subordinate
tells the truth rather than agree with him.
In reality, this is open to question. Yet the
basic insights are likely to remain, namely,
that workersare likely to exercise such behavior when compensation is sensitive to
subjectiveevaluation.Otherwise,whywould
the worker bother to agree with his superior?Hence the basic insightswould appear
to be robustto specificationsin which man-
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agers receive utility from subordinates
agreeingwith them.
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